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We vigorously strive to provide the most comprehensive end-to-end transportation service to match with 
our customers’ needs to succeed in a constantly evolving global marketplace. We provide worldwide 
logistics and transportation solutions such as Next Flight Out, OBC, charter flights, road freight, ocean 
freight, rail freight and customs brokerage solutions. What works smoothly today could be outdated next 
month, next week or even tomorrow. 
That’s why we constantly push to disrupt, innovate and lead in creating solutions that can expand and 
evolve in real time, providing our customers added value logistics services. 

 

OUR MISSION 

Our mission is to create a efficient movement into countries around the world with the best cost/deadline 
ratio especially for critical deliveries which imply a special care all along transportation as from pick-up to 
final delivery. We are highly flexible to design and implement logistics solutions, creating efficient processes 
to become compliant, using proven strategies, which our teams passionately manage. 

 

TRANSPORT COMPETENCES 

Optimized solutions and flexibility. Global presence with local expertise. Compliance with regulations. 
Proactive team. Technology and systems. 

 

OUR STRENGTH 

Teams available 24/7. 25 years of experience. Transport optimization. Individual supervisor for each order. 
We provide transport services in over 150 countries. 

 

Please find below general service schema and if you will any support in those area please contact us. 

Road transport: 
1. Transport by buses up to 3.5 tons of total weight (about 1300 kg load 5-10 EP) throughout Europe 

24/7/365 
- Transports both "solo" - the entire car for one Customer, and "added loads" in the case of smaller 
or less urgent transports 
- where time plays an even more important role - the possibility of substituting the car with a 
double driver 
- full reporting in the form chosen by the Customer regarding the location of the car and the 
estimated time of reaching the destination 

2. Transport by passenger cars - for critical transports with a short delivery time, we offer the 
possibility of providing a passenger car, which without sparing the engine will rush as quickly as 



possible directly from point A to point B. Here also, especially in the case of longer routes - possible 
double drivers. Full reporting in the form chosen by the Customer regarding the location of the car 
and the estimated time of reaching the destination 

Air transport: 
1. Standard Airfreight 

- Service organized by Customer needs, door-door, airport-door, door-airport, airport-airport 
- Economic transport at attractive price 
- Included customs service for shipments in the country of origin and destination country 
- Possible dangerous goods transport including packaging, labelling, with support in documentation 
process 

2. NFO – Next Flight Out 
- Transport on the highest loading priority for the airline 
- Maximum reduction of transportation time for cargo shipments 
- We provide customs service for shipments at origin and destination country 
- Possible dangerous goods transport including packaging, labelling, with support in documentation 
process 

3. Courier on Board 
- For the most important shipments, the most critical or fragile, required full monitoring 
- Maximum weight per package – 32kgs with possibility of sending a few pieces 
- The fastest possible option for moving shipments from point A to B based under commercial 
solutions 
- Goods under care of one person, from pick up until delivery to final place 
- In case of NON-EU shipments – organization of customs clearance support 
- we have our own couriers with visas to almost every country 
- the ability to deliver / pick up from almost anywhere on Earth 

4. Sameday 
- service for small parcels up to 32 kg and dimensions 70x50x50 cm 
- scope of operation – Europe 
- a shipment posted with a status similar to that of passenger baggage, i.e. with a priority higher 
than any of each cargo shipment 
- the parcel may be late at the airport of origin 60-90 minutes before departure and is quickly 
available for the courier / customer at the destination airport 60-75 minutes 
- service provided according to the customer's wishes; door-door, airport-door, door-airport, 
airport-airport 

5. Charter 
- the fastest possible option to move any goods from A to B 
- a fleet of machines of various sizes tailored to a specific customer request 
- the possibility of transporting hazardous materials 
- a service provided according to the customer's wishes; door-door, airport-door, door-airport, 
airport-airport 

PHARMA: 
We have a certificate of GOOD DISTRIBUTION PRACTICE to conduct activities in the field of air, sea, rail and 
road freight forwarding of medicinal products. 
RA: PL / RA / 00072-01 
Service of pharmaceutical and food / perishable products in the temperature service. 

1. Transport on the Active and Passive service in different temperature ranges: 
 - Deeply frozen - Temperature -20 / -10 C 
- Chilled - Temperature + 2 / + 8 ° C 
- At room temperature - Temperature + 15 / + 25 C 

2.  Container rental, sale of passive packaging, temperature monitoring devices, packaging 
3. Risk assessment for each transport 



4. Quality procedures 
5. Trained staff 
6. Temperature transport door-airport based on certified airlines 
7. Temperature door-door transport based on certified airlines and specialized agents. 

Transport morski: 
1. Standard FCL 

- All types containers – dry, reefers, dangerous goods 
- Door to door 
- Port to port 

2. Flexible LCL 
- For non-urgent small shipments 

3. Premium non containerized load – for oversized / projects 
- Dedicated handling 
- OOG (OT,FR, break bulk, dry bulk) 
- Premium sea freight carriers 
- Secured means and follow-up 

Rail transport: 
1. Standard FCL via Malaszewicze / Pruszkow / Łodz 

- import from China, Korea 
- Export to China 
- Door to door 
- Port to port 

2. Flexible LCL via Malaszewicze / Pruszkow / Łodz 
- import from China, Korea 
- Export to China 
- Door to door 
- Port to port 
 
 

SALES & CUSTOMER SERVICE 24/7 

ADAM KOMOROWSKI +48 508 030 020 adam.komorowski@eas-intl.com 

ŁUKASZ SZCZEPANEK +48 789 404 786 lukasz.szczepanek@eas-intl.com 

ANNA KUŹNIA +48 797 737 372 anna.kuznia@eas-intl.com 

AGNIESZKA STANKIEWICZ +48 519 078 161 agnieszka.stankiewicz@eas-intl.com 

 

OPERATION QUOTATION & FOLLOW-UP 24/7 

CONTACT 24/7  +48 797 990 911 ops-pl@eas-intl.com 


